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            [image: A divine interior in soft pink shades, with a sofa and armchairs in rich materials at Claridge's Hotel.]
        

    

    
        
                    
                        Timeless Elegance in Mayfair
                    

                

                
                    Set in the heart of Mayfair, Claridge’s is an art deco icon and a byword for understated elegance. Since the 1850s, Claridge’s has excelled at the finer things in life: glamorous design, inspiring dining, impeccable service. There are many 5-star hotels in London but nowhere quite like Claridge’s.
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                        The Suite Life
                    

                

                
                    Discover the suites at Claridge’s – each one a unique combination of beautiful design, comfort and glamour. As well as being among the most spacious in London, our selection of signature suites have been imagined by leading designers and couturiers.
                


                
                    Explore our luxury suites
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                                    Our indulgent offers are designed to help you make the most of London and spend the rest of your time enjoying the luxury of the most glamorous hotel in Mayfair, London. 
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                Timeless Escape


                Sip golden age cocktails, explore London’s green spaces and go hotel-hopping for dinner. This is a staycation, by Claridge’s.

        

    

    
            Timeless Escape
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                Life Is Suite


                With two nights in one of our elegant suites to play with, and a special 15% off rate, this is a truly unforgettable Claridge’s stay.
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                [image: A hearty breakfast with smoothies, coffee, fruit, and pastries on the table, with a person putting toppings on the toast.]
            


        
                Bed and Breakfast


                Some things you never want to end. With daily breakfast included, this is an experience to savour. 
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                        Claridge's Restaurant 
                    


                    
                        
The Art Deco doors to Claridge’s Restaurant are open, a new chapter in the hotel’s long history begins. Last known as Claridge’s Restaurant over 20 years ago, this classic-yet-contemporary spot is once again operated in house – serving up a modern twist on British flavours across breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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                        Claridge's Spa
                    


                    
                        
Claridge’s Spa is an epicentre of wellness, showcasing healing rituals, a knowledge of restorative body work and the latest bio-innovation to amplify emotional, physical and spiritual wellbeing. 
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            [image: Chairs and tables are lavishly decorated with floral arrangements in the elegant Art Deco Ballroom of Claridge's Hotel.]
        

    

    
        
                    
                        Weddings at Claridge's
                    

                

                
                    A wedding at Claridge’s is London’s most envied invitation. Step into our English Heritage-listed ballroom, combining restored original period features with the latest technology to make it an ideal setting for an unforgettable day.
                


                
                    Picture your perfect day
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                                            [image: Spring is in the air, and as flowers burst into bloom, birdsong returns to London’s parks, and the days start to brighten, with it comes the urge to treat ourselves to a similar reawakening. Find out how a revolutionary facial sculpting treatment at Claridge’s Spa can help you look and feel invigorated as the world comes to life again.   Much like the shifting seasons, the beauty industry has trends that come and go. Some are fleeting, some are cyclical, while others last a few years before being replaced. But there are certain treatments that go the distance, shaking off the term ‘trend’ to become a permanent fixture on the wellness landscape. One such treatment, FaceGym, first took London by storm and has since spread around the world. And with a pedigree that goes back to 2015, it’s certainly staying the course.   When describing a facial, the language you normally hear tends towards the serene. ‘Relaxing’. ‘Soothing’. ‘Gentle’. ‘Calming’. FaceGym however, has its own vernacular, promising ‘knuckling’, ‘pinching’ and ‘hooks’– a clear hint that this is not your average beauty experience.   In fact, FaceGym don’t refer to their treatment as a facial at all. In their own words, “It’s not a facial, it’s a workout”. And here lies the central concept: that while we regularly work out the rest of our bodies, our faces often go un-exercised – to the detriment of our appearance.   FaceGym ‘workouts’ are designed to fill this fitness gap. A combination of facial sculpting movements help train the muscles that make up our expressions, looking beyond the skin to what’s going on beneath the surface. With targeted attention, those facial muscles are conditioned, strengthened and stimulated so that the skin that sits on top becomes tightened and supported. It’s a holistic approach giving instant, non-invasive results.  [Box out] The face is made up of over 40 muscles and just like we work out our body in the gym, we can train the muscles in our faces too.   The origins of FaceGym London The face behind FaceGym belongs to Inge Theron. Entrepreneur, journalist and seasoned traveller, Inge is a self-confessed lover of beauty treatments. She once penned a regular column for the Financial Times titled ‘Confessions of a Spa Junkie’, testing the latest trends in fitness, wellness, and aesthetics. It was during her pursuit of the perfect procedure that one treatment went awry, leaving her temporarily housebound. Understandably shaken, this served as the catalyst for a new chapter in her life.  She set out with a new mission: to find a better way to approach skincare. After a three-year journey of discovery, learning from doctors and scientists, technologists and therapists, FaceGym was born. A product of combined knowledge from around the world, it blends ancient facial sculpting and manipulation techniques drawn from Asia, with cutting-edge technology and tools developed specifically for the brand.   Work out while sitting down There are too few exercise regimes that involve a reclining chair. But fortunately a FaceGym workout entails sitting comfortably for the duration, in the safe hands of a personal trainer. There are a number of workouts to choose from, but the overall approach is the same.   Echoing the process of a full-body workout, FaceGym exercises start gently with a warm-up (a cleanse to drain the lymphatic system and kickstart the detox process). Next, cardio. Expect high energy, and firm movements – this is where things may feel a little bit strange, but never painful. Your trainer will be vigorous. But, after all, what’s a workout without some exertion? After cardio comes sculpting and contouring, where the goal is definition of the cheekbones and jawline using traditional kit like a gua sha, or one of FaceGym’s signature tools. Finally, the cool down and finish, which involves a customised skincare treatment to leave you with a dewy glow.  These techniques encourage collagen production and stimulate blood circulation, a crucial combination for healthy-looking skin. Facial sculpting wakes up the lymphatic system which helps reduce puffiness and tiredness, while the deep muscle stimulation releases tension in the face, particularly in the jaw and neck. Together, the effects tighten and lift the face, and transform the skin.   Another benefit, one that converts to FaceGym often cite, is the immediacy of the results. No wonder then, that a slew of famous faces now schedule in a workout before hitting the red carpet. Whether the Met Gala or the Oscars, the BAFTAs or a fashion show, FaceGym has become a secret weapon for A-listers in the lead up to a big event. But for Inge, the confidence boosting effect is one she believes everyone can benefit from: “You’re already great. All you need to do is take that great version of you and amplify it, making you the absolute best version of yourself.”    FaceGym at Claridge’s  Cocooned three stories beneath the streets of Mayfair, Claridge’s Spa is a softly-lit retreat inspired by traditional Japanese temples and gardens. And ground-breaking, in every sense. Inge played a pivotal role in the spa’s conception, and co-developed its treatment programme. Within that programme, both traditional and tech-driven practices have a role to play, which made FaceGym a perfect fit.     After all, within the spa, workouts take place in private treatment rooms – including special extended sessions. And while FaceGym promises a high-octane experience, the spa’s calming atmosphere is the ideal tonic following a session. Treatments come with access to the hotel’s serene, subterranean pool, for a post-workout cool down – where you tend to find guests relaxing in a private, heated cabana, crystal-infused water in hand. Many choose to combine a session with another luxury treatment, or book in for a Josh Wood blow dry afterwards – the ultimate treat, after the ultimate workout.]
                                        


                                        
                                                EMBRACE THE ART OF FACIAL SCULPTING


                                                Discover the art of facial sculpting at Claridge’s with FaceGym, London’s most beloved facial, and explore the benefits of this unique facial workout. 
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                                                A Family Story 


                                                For the definitive family stay, enjoy a complimentary second room with all suite reservations. 

                                        

                                    


                                    
                                            A Family Story 
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                                                Stay Four Longer


                                                Time flies at Claridge's. So extend your stay to four nights and one of them will be on the house. 
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                                                Life Is Suite


                                                With two nights in one of our elegant suites to play with, and a special 15% off rate, this is a truly unforgettable Claridge's stay.
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                                                The Art Of Dining


                                                Mayfair days, golden-age nights and up to £300 Maybourne credit to savour across our London hotels. 

                                        

                                    


                                    
                                            The Art Of Dining
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                                                The Pink Room


                                                This serene retreat is dedicated to restoration and nourishment. Here, a modern-day take on the classic hammam unfolds on the heated, pink onyx bed. 
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                                                Back to the Future: Claridge’s Restaurant Redefined


                                                Introducing the redefined Claridge's Restaurant, the newest jewel in Mayfair's dining scene. 

                                        

                                    


                                    
                                            Back to the Future: Claridge’s Restaurant Redefined
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                                                In Advance


                                                Receive 20% off our exquisite suites and rooms when booking ahead with our In Advance offer and experience the promise of memories yet to be made. 
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                                                Wine Dinners


                                                Join us at Claridge's Wine Dinner for an extraordinary celebration of fine wine and gastronomy
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                                                Claridge's Restaurant 


                                                Last known as Claridge's Restaurant over 20 years ago, this classic-yet contemporary spot is serving up a modern twist on British flavours across breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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We are currently carrying out maintenance on our booking site, if you experience any technical difficulties please contact our Reservations Team at reservations@claridges.co.uk or call us on +44 (0) 20 7107 8862.
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Brook Street
Mayfair 
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